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Here is how we have inspired media agencies in Spain to consider magazines 
in their media plans:

PUNTO DE INSPIRACIÓN
THROUGH THE ACTION:

INSPIRATION SPOT
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OBJECTIVES

§ We wanted to bring magazines closer to media planning professionals,
specially the most junior ones.

§ We wanted to have magazines present in their day to day (since lately
we have found magazines somewhat forgotten…)

§ We wanted them to touch, read, smell and get them to know magazines
better.

§ And we wanted our presence to be long lasting (not just a one-shot
action).
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§ …How about building tailor-
made displays in order to show
as many magazines as possible
and place them inside the top
Media Buying Agencies in Spain

§ And create a story around the
inspiration concept?

SO WE THOUGHT…
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AND WE DID IT

§ Leaded by our advertising agency, Smart
Media, we created a line of communication
and a graphic identity:
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§ And we designed 2 different models, so that each agency would choose
the most suitable one for its space:

PYRAMID 
(triangular, 3 sides)

FLAT 
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TIME FOR ACTION…
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TIME FOR ACTION
§ We introduced the idea to each media agency, one by one.

§ We met with the CEO, Communications Director, Human Resources
Director, Magazine Media Buyer and many receptionists and general
services guys in each agency.

§ We provided them with everything, the only
thing they had to do was to offer us the
space in which to place the display, choose
the model, basic color and send us a logo.

§ In 2-3 weeks period we were installing the
Inspiration Spot.

§ Magazines were placed in the Inspiration
Spot with a fix order, by topics. Rosa, our fantastic carpenter
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We have installed 17 Inspiration Spots in all major agencies, 12 in Madrid 
and 5 in Barcelona:

The criteria has been turnover, according to the official data the Madrid Top 11 and 
Barcelona Top 5 have been covered. It is also important to point out that one 
Inspiration Spot may give service to more than one agency, as it has been the case: at 
Havas building there are many media, digital and creative agencies, all of them using 
the same cafeteria, where is placed our magazines display.

RANKING AGENCIAS INFOADEX 2017 ESTATUS

1HAVAS MEDIA. (HAVAS BUILDING) ü
2CARAT. (DENTSU AEGIS BUILDING) ü
3YMEDIA VIZEUM ü
4OMD ü
5ZENITH ü
6ARENA MEDIA COMUNICATIONS ü
7MINSDHARE ü
8STARCOM ü
9WAVEMAKER (MEC + Maxus) ü

10BLUE 449 ü
11PHD ü
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INSPIRATION DAY
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INSPIRATION DAY

§ In each case we organized a big “opening day” of the Inspiration Spot

Ø The previous day to the opening: we sent an email to all
employees at the agency explaining them about the
Inspiration Spot: what it was all about and that the next
morning they would have a closer contact with magazines.

Ø The Opening Day: They would find on their table a leaflet
with all the information, and most important, a form that
they had to fill in with their basic data and hand out at the
Inspiration Spot to the “Magazines Inspirator” (our man). In
exchange, every employer received a gift: our “inspiring
pen” (a pen with a light bulb).
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INSPIRATION DAY

Our “Inspiring” boys

Mailing sent the day before 

the inauguration

Leaflet left on every table 

The Pen
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INSPIRATION DAY
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OUR DATA BASE
§ One of the great benefits of this action, has been the recollection of an

updated media buyer's data base (and with RGPD approval) for ARI

§ Every month we send a newsletter to every contact: “What´s new on
your Inspiration Point this month”. We also send them our monthly ARI
Newsletter and the ARI 360º monthly report.

ARI Newsletter Newsletter Inspiration 
Point
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THE LOGISTICS
§ Every ARI Publisher can display between 3 and 7 different tittles in each

Inspiration Point, average Display has 90 different tittles. We deliver
five units of each tittle of weekly magazines and three units of monthly
titles.

§ We send weekly magazines every WEEK and monthly magazines, twice a
MONTH to every agency in Madrid and Barcelona. We are sending 850
magazines a week and 5.000 magazines twice a month.

§ In every agency we have one or two contact 
persons that receive the magazines, 
take off the old magazines (if there are 
any left), clean the Display and place 
the new ones. They are usually receptionist,
secretaries or general services employers. We
send small gifts to this “coordinators” twice 
a year, Summer and Xmas.
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THE LOGISTICS
§ Every publisher sends its magazines to SGEL, national magazine

distributor, the publisher sends 17 packages, one per agency.

§ SGEL, puts together all the magazines for each agency and kindly
delivers, in the name of ARI, all the magazines to the 12 agencies in
Madrid and 5 in Barcelona.

§ We have been able to keep this campaign alive after time thanks to:

The precious help of our magazine distributor, SGEL

Distribution 

departments of      

our associates

A coordinator named in 

each agency, responsible 

for tidying up, cleaning 

and maintaining updated 

our Spots
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RESULTS
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§ NUMBER OF INSPIRATION SPOTS:

§ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN AGENCIES WITH INSPIRATION SPOTS:

1- IN TERMS OF COVERAGE

TOTAL TURNOVER MEDIA 
AGENCIES SPAIN 2017

TOTAL TURNOVER MEDIA AGENCIES 
WITH INSPIRATION SPOTS

3.046.000.000
86,7%

3.514.000.000 (13,3%)

MADRID BCN TOTAL

DISPLAYS 12 5 17

EMPLOYEES 2.300 800 3.100
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2- IN TERMS OF DATA BASE

§ NUMBER OF VALID CONTACTS FOR OUR DATA BASE: 762 (July 2019)

§ % OVER NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN CHOSEN MEDIA AGENCIES: 24,5%
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3- IN TERMS OF PERCEPTION OF THE 
ACTION AND MAGAZINE MEDIA IN 
GENERAL

§ We have undertaken a survey through our data base of media agencies
and asked them about the perception of the Inspiration Spot:
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SURVEY ON PERCEPTION (I):

§ 98,2% of respondents consider this initiative as Useful or Very Useful:

64,9% of respondents answered with a score of 5 over 5.

§ 98,2% of respondents declared that in the last 3 months, they have
looked through magazines exposed in the Inspiration Spot. Only one
person answered it didn´t.

§ 82,5%% of respondents declared that through the Inspiration Spot they
have discovered magazine titles that they previously didn´t know
about.
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SURVEY ON PERCEPTION (II):

§ 94,7% of respondents declared that this action has made them feel
closer to magazine media.

§ 66,7% of respondents declared that they have found some inspiration
for their work in the magazines they have looked at the Inspiration
Spot.
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SURVEY ON PERCEPTION (III):

Moreover, we asked them about the perception of magazines in general. To
the question: What are the main benefits magazines have to offer to
advertisers, the respondents answered (multiple answer):

Advertising in Magazine media compared with advertising in other media is:

§ Most integrated with the content: 57,9% of answers

§ Contributes most to brand image: 52,6% of answers

§ Is the media with higher prescription power: 36,8%
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CONCLUSIONS
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§ Through this action, Magazines are an important and alive part of the
most top media agencies in Spain. Usually the main Spot at the Lobby or
Employees cafeteria.

§ We have reached the most important agencies, that account for 86,7%
of total turnover of all media agencies in Spain.

§ Many junior, usually very young, media planners are discovering,
touching and reading magazines for their first time.

§ Through our Inspiration Spots, we have found a way in which our clients
(or prescribers) can get to know our full range of titles, discover new
ones and find inspiration for their work.

§ The perception of this action is extremely positive.

§ We have been able to collect an updated database of professionals
working in media agencies with which to have direct communication.

§ And you can do this action in your country right away, we can send you
the Displays designs.


